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•• Population Management

•• Case Study

The management of large numbers of
patients requires technology in order
to leverage the best use of this treasure
chest of data. Data without discover
and analysis is nothing more than added overhead because of the storage and
support cost.

A Physician wants to know what percentage of her diabetic patients are visiting the patient portal and reading about
healthy food choices. The MediSmart™
systems reported that only only 3% of
patients over 280 pounds have read the
content and that 72% of these patients
have not had an office visit in the last 6
months. She decides to proactively send
emails to these patients and requested a
follow up office visit.

We unlock your data and transform it to
an asset for revenue creation and cost
reduction. The MediSmart™ Technology
allows for the intelligent prediction of patient outcomes based on data discovery,
enabling powerful patient care insights
that drive quality outcomes upward.

Within 6 months 90% of these targetted
patients had read the materials, 55% had
an office visit, and there was precipitous
drop in reported diabetic complications.
The added benefits were an insurance
incentive bonus and increased office
visits during the time period.

Intelligence
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•• MediSense™
MediSense is your secret weapon for the detection of workflow optimization that will
lower your cost and increase revenues with more velocity.

Where is Your Bottleneck?
The MediSense™ solution will automatically seamlessly monitor your practitioner
workflow to determine where opportunities for optimization exist. Within a few
clicks you can determine what part of your process is pending and the impact it has
on revenue recognition
•• How much revenue are you losing every day?
Understand exactly what amount of revenue you are losing by solving your identified bottleneck. Take a look at your financial reports from an earlier period and
compare the improvements that result from removing the identified problems.

•• What else can it do?
Contact us at largentum.com or info@largentum.com to learn how hospitals are
using this technology to find system level IT problems that are causing unplanned outages. This technology is nothing short of amazing!!!

Insights
•• Find factors that are impacting patient health.
•• Identify worklfow slow
down points and optimize
for revenue recognition and
patient health.
•• Use powerful analytics to
understand your IT infrastructure outage problems.
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